Annual Retreat of the NIH NIGMS Predoctoral T32 in Cellular, Biochemical and Molecular Sciences
PI: Lynne E. Maquat, PhD; Co-PI: Jeffrey J. Hayes, PhD

Jordana Schmierer, 2022 - 2023 Trainee, Takimoto Lab
“Mechanism of enhanced growth of pandemic H1N1 Influenza A virus through PA mutations”
(Introduced by T32 Trainee: Hannah Clary, Kielkopf Lab)

Madeline Jensen, 2022 - 2023 Trainee, Wagner Lab
“Cytoplasmic binding partners of Integrator endonuclease INTS11 and its paralog CPSF73 are required for nuclear function”
(Introduced by T32 Trainee: Jeffrey Gabell, Lueck Lab)

Keynote: Sarah Slavoff, PhD
Associate Professor, Departments of Chemistry and of Molecular Biophysics & Biochemistry; Member, Institute for Biomolecular Design and Discovery, Yale University, New Haven, CT
(Host: Dr. Lynne Maquat)
“Dark Matter of the Human Genome”

Wednesday, March 20, 2024
Talks: 1:00 – 3:00 pm
Panel: 3:15 – 4:15 pm
Class of ‘62 (G-9425)

T32 Retreat Wellness & Resilience Panel
(for students/postdocs) Featuring Panelists:

- Kathryn Dorsheimer, PhD, Director of Training, University Counseling Center; Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry, UR
- Kermin Martínez-Hernández, PhD, Principal Facilitator, Center for the Improvement of Mentored Experiences in Research (CIMER); Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, St. John Fisher University
- Adrienne Morgan, PhD, Richard Feldman Vice President for Equity and Inclusion, UR; Vice Dean for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, UR Medical Center; Associate Professor for the Department of Health Humanities & Bioethics, the Warner School of Education, and the School of Nursing, UR
- Amber Rivera, MSW, Director of Learner Life and Wellness, Graduate Education & Postdoctoral Affairs, UR School of Medicine and Dentistry